### Adult Fiction
- Into the Night by Sarah Bailey
- Black Mountain by Laird Barron
- Let Justice Descend by Lisa Black
- The Policeman’s Daughter by Trudy Nan Boyce
- A Friend Is a Gift You Give Yourself by William Boyle
- Among Thieves by John Clarkson
- Buried by Ellison Cooper
- A Dangerous Man by Robert Crais
- Beneath the Mountain by Luca D’Andrea
- Signal Loss by Garry Disher
- Queen of Bones by Teresa Dovalpage
- All the Devils by Barry Eisler
- A Map of the Dark by Karen Ellis
- Foreign Bodies
- A Death of No Importance by Mariah Fredericks
- The Tragedy of Brady Sims by Ernest J. Gaines
- The Sentence is Death by Anthony Horowitz
- Null Set by S.L. Huang
- IQ by Joe Ide
- Four of a Kind by Kate Kessler
- Sirens by Joseph Knox
- Widows by Lynda La Plante
- The Professionals by Owen Laukkanen
- I Know You Know by Gilly Macmillan
- Once A Crooked Man by David McCallum
- Priest of Bones by Peter McLean
- The Good Detective by John McMahon
- The Last Witness by Denzil Meyrick
- Conviction by Denise Mina
- A Necessary Evil by Abir Mukherjee
- Beijing Payback by Daniel Nieh
- City of Destiny by Brian T. O’Neill
- The Sword of Justice by Leif G.W. Persson
- Crown Jewel by Christopher Reich
- Killing Pace by Douglas Schofield
- Barbed Wire Heart by Tess Sharpe
- Vanishing in the Haight by Max Tomlinson
- Artemis by Andy Weir
- Falling Into the Mob by Steve Zousmer

### Non-Fiction
- The Last Stone by Mark Bowden
- American Predator: The Hunt for the Most Meticulous Serial Killer of the 21st Century by Maureen Callahan
- Catch and Kill: Lies, Spies, and a Conspiracy to Protect Predators by Ronan Farrow
- Murder by the Book: The Crime That Shocked Dickens’s London by Claire Harman
- The Royal Art of Poison: Filthy Palaces, Fatal Cosmetics, Deadly Medicine, and Murder Most Foul by Eleanor Herman
- Chase Darkness with Me: How One True-Crime Writer Started Solving Murders by Billy Jensen
- With One Shot: Family Murder and a Search for Justice by Dorothy Marcic
- The Lazarus Files: A Cold Case Investigation by Matthew McGough
- Know My Name: A Memoir by Chanel Miller
- Diamond Doris: The True Story of the World’s Most Notorious Jewel Thief by Doris Payne with Zelda Lockhart
- The Trial of Lizzie Borden: A True Story by Cara Robertson

### Teen
- The Naturals by Jennifer Lynn Barnes
- No Saints in Kansas by Amy Brashear
- A Question of Holmes by Brittany Cavallaro
- Truly Devious by Maureen Johnson
- Warcross by Marie Lu
- I Hunt Killers by Barry Lyga
- Running Girl by Simon Mason
- One of Us is Lying by Karen M. McManus
- People Like Us by Dana Mele
- Death Prefers Blondes by Caleb Roehrig
- Hold Me Like a Breath by Tiffany Schmidt
- The Amateurs by Sara Shepard
- The 57 Bus by Dashka Slater
- Sadie by Courtney Summers
- The Cheerleaders by Kara Thomas